


TURKISH CLASSICAL MUSIC
Ottoman/Turkish classical music is without doubt one of  the greatest art traditions in the world. It not only reflects the magnificent 
philosophy, lyricism and Sufism of  the Ottoman Empire’s reign, over six centuries, but also embodies the qualities of  many civilizations, 
cultures and societies that have thrived in Anatolia. It is also referred to as Istanbul music, due to it being performed mostly in Istanbul.
The Turkish makam is a systematisation of  music, from the 13th century, that defines the melodic styles used in both Turkish classical and folk music. 
It provides a complex set of  rules for composing and performance. Further exploration into Ottoman music, and its systems, began during the late 14th 
and 15th centuries and was defined as an Anatolian cultural heritage after being welcomed by the Ottoman elite. The Turkish makam system was then 
taught in palaces of  the Ottoman Empire throughout Istanbul and other Ottoman cities.
Makam music is not scaled like western classical music. Therefore, the most effective way to master the art forms of  the eastern cultures is via the 
method known in Old-Anatolian Turkish as meşk. This method can be simply defined as a master-student relationship whereby the teacher supplies the 
student with a model to imitate and they practice it together. The scores are there just as a reminder. 
Each makam has its own distinguished melodic structure based on its unique intervallic behaviour, called seyir, thus giving them their own mood or feel. 
There are approximately 600 different makams in total with around 119 having been formally defined. However, only about 20 are widely used today.
Makam music has microtonal intervals (komas) which play a very important role as it is these notes (or intervals) that makes one makam different from 
another. Every note in Turkish music, including the microtones, has its own name which typically corresponds to the makams. For example, one of  the 
oldest makams is called Râst, and Râst’s tonic (first and end note) is SOL (concert pitch D). 



Generally, Turkish musical instruments are tuned to Râst (G) concert pitch “D”. This register is known as Bolâhenk. The makams of  Turkish music 
are often written within two octaves (D4-D6), which corresponds to the Bolâhenk, and is also the most popular octave range, and size, of  the ney 
(reed flute). All Turkish music scores are written in the Bolâhenk register, but if  a different register is required then the notes are simply trans-
posed to the new key in one’s mind rather than being physically transcribed again. This is part of  the tradition. Hamparsum notation was the most 
popular notation system used for transcribing Turkish classical music, before the introduction of  the western way, and was the foundation of   
Ottoman classical makam theory.
Turkish classical music has various forms and genres including spiritual, improvised and fasıl music. A fasıl generally involves multiple vocal and instru-
mental movements that are rapidly played with increasing tempos, and all pieces are connected to each other via common codas. So, in a complete 
fasıl set, the songs play one after another without a break, and are heard as one long piece.
Improvisation is a very important part of  makam music because an improvisation, or an instrumental or vocal piece, can show the performer’s makam 
and seyir skills and their ability to hear microtones – not forgetting their own creativity and personality. There is a phrase Baha Yetkin is fond of  that 
reflects this very well: “everybody play themselves.”

THE OUD  (spelled ‘Ud’ in Turkish)
The first origins of  the oud are largely unknown. Historically, the emergence of  the oud is placed in the reign of  the Sasanid King Shapūr I (241-72 
CE). However, its mythical status depicts that it was invented by the 6th grandson of  Adam and Eve, and in the 9th century was used as a method to 
treat illness: “The ūd invigorates the body. It calms and revives hearts”.
The oud is a plucked lute, its name deriving from ‘al-‘ūd - ‘the lute’ or ‘the wood’. It is one of  the principal instruments of  the Arab world, the Middle 
East and Central Asia, and is the direct ancestor of  European lutes. The oud consists of  a large, pear-shaped body connected to a short fretless neck. 
Tradition required that ‘its length must be one and a half  times its width; the depth, half  the width; the neck one quarter of  the length’. With a neck of  20cm, these 
dimensions would equate to the size of  a very large contemporary model.
The body is made of  16-21 strips of  lightweight wood, bent over a mould. These ‘ribs’ are glued next to each other with very thin strips of  light- 
coloured wood between them. The flat sound board is made of  lightweight wood which must ‘ring when it is struck’. The soundboard is pierced by one 
large sound hole and two smaller ones, often richly ornamented. The bridge at the lower end of  the belly stands about 10cm from the lower edge and 
bears the strings. The neck is inserted into the body up to the sound hole and is between 18 and 20.5 cm long. The upper part of  the neck bends sharply 
back, becoming the pegbox. The pegs are friction pegs (like in a violin). The hardwood finger board is fretless.
The 11 strings run from the bridge over the nut (made of  bone) at the top of  the neck into the peg box. The treble strings are made of  nylon, and the 
lower strings are usually made of  silver-wound copper wire or bare copper wire. The tuning used on this album is (in ascending order): d, f#, b, e, a, 
d’. The lowest string is single, all others are double strings. The strings are plucked with a mizrap (a long plectrum held in the palm, protruding between 
thumb and index finger). The oud has a range of  3 octaves.





BAHA YETKİN 
Turkish oud player and composer Baha Yetkin grew up in Istanbul, the melting pot of  European and Middle Eastern musical cultures. This is refl ected 
in his methodically-written compositions, which are an amalgamation of  improvisations based on Istanbul music and the complex rhythmic structures 
of  Middle Eastern music, all with an emotional, meditative and spiritual undertone.
His skilful playing has led to fruitful collaborations with Turkish and European masters such as Mustafa Keser, İnci Çayırlı, Melihat Gülses, Petros 
Klampanis, Michalis Kouloumis and Çiğdem Aslan. Yetkin was the fi rst ever Turkish oud player to be invited to give a solo recital at the Royal Albert 
Hall. This was followed by performances at prominent concert venues in Turkey and Europe, such as Cemal Reşit Rey Concert Hall, Lütfi  Kırdar 
Meeting and Performance Hall and Zorlu Performing Arts Center, to name a few.
He also performed in festivals such as Alamar World Music Fest in Almeria, Yeldeğirmeni Spring Jazz Festival in Istanbul and Rebetiko Carnival in London. 
He performed at the Royal Shakespeare Company, and taught oud and makam music workshops in Istanbul, London and Madrid. Baha also describes 
Turkish music makams via his Youtube channel.
In 2015, Baha moved to London where he currently resides. He continues performing in the UK, Europe and Turkey. His debut album The Pearl was 
released in March 2019, and in 2020 he released two singles – Shine Again and Tears of  the Pearl.

Website: www.bahayetkin.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/yetkinbaha
Instagram: www.instagram.com/yetkinbaha
YouTube: www.youtube.com/bahayetkin
Soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/yetkinbaha
Twitter: www.twitter.com/yetkinbaha

MUAMMER SAĞLAM
Turkish percussionist Muammer Sağlam was born in 
Trabzon but moved to London at a young age. Since 
then, he has been performing with many musicians 
around the UK and has been involved in cultural 
documentaries with both the BBC and ITV. He plays 
cajón, charms and cymbals as well as Middle Eastern 
percussions such as darbuka, frame drum and req. Baha Yetkin Muammer Sağlam



MANY THANKS
I find myself  where I am today not because of  my knowledge and experience, but due to the people who have walked this road with me. I was born and 
raised in Istanbul, one of  the world’s cultural capitals, and then continued my musical life in London, one of  the world’s most important capitals. So, I 
would like to thank my family, my teachers, my wife, my musician friends, supporters, and listeners, who were with me when I started this musical career. 
From my past to my future, I express gratitude for those who have accompanied me on this vast journey.

I would also like to thank Muammer Sağlam for featuring on this album with me and Michael Kew for recording and mixing the album. A special thanks 
also goes to Diz Heller and the ARC Music team who provided me with this opportunity.

Baha Yetkin – oud
Muammer Sağlam – percussion (all tracks except 1, 6, 10)

All tracks arranged by Baha Yetkin
Tracks 1, 6, 10 improvisation by Baha Yetkin 

 Track 2 composed by Abdülkadir Meragi (1360-1435), lyrics by Ahmet Muhtar Paşa (1839-1919) 
Tracks 3, 4, 8 composer anon.

Tracks 5, 14 composed by Tanburi Cemil Bey (1871-1916)
Track 7 composed by Sultan Abdülaziz Han (1830-1876) 

Track 9 composed by Hacı Arif  Bey (1831-1885)
Track 11 composed by Hüseyin Fahreddin Dede (1853-1911)

Track 12 composer and lyricist: Tatyos Efendi “Enkserciyan” (1858-1913) 
Track 13 composed by İbrahim Efendi (?-1925)

Recorded at Rogue Studios, London, UK
Produced by Baha Yetkin

Musical director: Baha Yetkin
Engineered by Michael Kew

Final mastering by Diz Heller for ARC Music Productions
Liner notes by Baha Yetkin, Diz Heller, Sarah Wanstall
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